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Abstract

Long tcnn (6 months) current measurements from 5 moorings In the
Ieeland Uasin have been analysed for the mcan circulation and the
structure of the variable current componcnts. The flow at all 5 moorings
had a strong baroc1inic character. The mean circulation in the Sub-Polar
Mode \Vater appears to have a general north-castward direction with

maximum mcan velocities of 6-7 em/s. Over thc Ieelandie slope mean

vclocities oe the order of 10-20 em/s have been observcd whcre the Iecland
Seotland Overflow water flows westward along the topography. Near thc
bottom of the slopc of the Ratton Bank water entered the Ieeland Basin in a
branch of the Deep Northem Boundary Current which has a eyclonic
rotation sense in thc Iceland Basin. Thc variable part of the eutTent was
analyscd by mcans of principal eomponcnt analysis. Thc current variations
over the Icelandic slope appear to have a mainly barotropic eharacter while
variations in the baroc1inie flow of Ieeland-Seotland Overflow Water
contributc 10% or less to the tOtal encrgy ofthe variable decp flow. Over the
slopcs of the'Rattan Bank and the Reykjancs Ridge thc variable eurrents

had a c1ear baroclinic eharacter with shear in both speed and direction.
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Introduction
The Ieeland Basin is a choking point for the global thennohaline

circulation. Through this basin Sub-Polar l\fode \Vater (SPM\V) from the

North Atlantic Current with high temperature and salinity flows to the

Faroese waters where it enters the Norwegian Sea, while cold waters,
formed in the Nordic seas enter the Iceland Basin through the Faroe Bank

Channel and across the Iceland-Faroe Ridge as Ieeland ScotIand Overflow
\Vater (JSO\V) (Schmitz and l\fcCartney, 1993). The circulation in the
Ieeland Basin is assumed to be influenced strongly by the topography which
guides the ISO\V along the Jcelandic slope toward the slope of the
Reykjanes Ridge (McCartney, 1992; van Aken and de Boer, 1993). Along the
slope of the Ratton Bank Lower Deep \Vater (LD\V) is rissumed to flow into
the Ieeland Basin in a branch of the Deep Northem Boundary Current

(DNBC) (McCartney, 1992). In the Iceland Rasin this LD\V is entrained in

the underlying ISO\V and contributes 10 the total transport of the DNBC
along the Icelandic and Reykjanes slopes (van Aken and de Boer, 1993).

Because of tracer distributions the DNBC is assumed to have a cyc10nic
circulation in the Ieeland Basin (McCartney, 1992; Tsuchiya cl al. 1992).

Only few current meter observations have been reported from the Icela~d

Rasin, mainly concentrated on the flow of ISOW in the bottom layer (Shor

et a1., 1977).
In order to study the barotropie and baroclinie structure of th~

cireulation in the Iceland Basin current meter mooring wem deployed in

1989 and 1990 at strategie points in the Iceland Rasin. (fig. 1, table 1). This

current meter programme was additional to hydrographie surveys, carried

out in 1990 and 1991 as part of the DUTCH-\VARP research programme
(van Aken and de Boer, 1993). Over the steep slope south of Jceland
moorings IB89/1 and IB90/1 were deployed in 2 consecutive years at
approximately the same position. Moorings IB90/3 and IB90/4 were
situated over the slopes of Uie Ratton Bank and the Reykjanes Ridge

respectively, while IB90/2 had a position in the deeper central part of the
northern Ieeland Basin. All moorings eontained 4 current ~eters, of which

2 were mounted at 40 and 200 m from the boUom (table 2).

In this paper the mean currents are descrihed in terms of mean

currents, their directional stability and variance. The structure of the
variable part of the flow is studied by means of principal component

analysis.
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The observations
The geographie position of the moorings IS shown in fig. 1. The

position of the eurrent meters in the temperature field as observed along a

nearby CTD section is shown in fig. 2. The uppermost eurrent meters at

moorings IB90/2, IB90/3 and IB90/4 were loeated above the permanent

thermoc1ine in the SPMW. The lowest 2 eurrent meters at moorings m89/I,

IB90/I and IB90/2 were located in the ISO\V layer.

For this study NBA DNC-2M eurrent meters were used. Data were

reeorded every 30 minutes. The data recovery was on average sIightly over
6 months per current meter while 3 current meters failed (table 2). A

detaiIed description of the data and data processing is given by van Aken

and Ober (1991; 1992). •
In order to eIiminate tidal motion the velocity components were low

pass fiItered by the eonsecutive appIication ofrunning averages with widths

of 12.5 h, 24 hand 25 h. These low-pass fiItercd data were used for further

processing, described below. Their data statistics are shown in table 2.

The mean currents
The mean eurrent eomponents from the 5 moorings as we11 as the

mean temperature are listed in table 2. Added 10 this table is also the

Neumann/\Veyers stabiIity parameter B, defined by:

with c being the averaged vectorial velocity and e the averaged
arithmetieal velocity. This parameter ean vary between 0% and 100% and is

assumcd to be a good measure of the directional st..'lbiIity of the eurrcnt
(Neumann, 1968). \Vith a uni-directional flow B will amount 100%.

B = 100 c/e{%} (1) •

In fig. 3a the current vectors in the upper 1520 mare shown, while

fig. 3b shows the current vectors in thc lowcst 200 m. It is c1car from fig. 3
and table 2 timt the mean current is strongly baroc1inic at a11 mooring

positions sincc thc shear vector bctwecn the lowcst and uppcrmost currcnt
meter has a magnitude ofthe order ofthe mean current velocity.

In the upper part of the water column the currcnts have a dircction
in the north 10 east quadrant at moorings IB90/2, IB90/3 and IB90/4 (fig.
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2a). This iridicates a gencr~il north-eastwardflow of the thennoeline water
and the Sub-Polar Mode \Vater (SPM\V) over a laq~'e part of the deep .

Ieeland Basin. Over the steep South-Ieelaridic slope at moorings IB89/l and
IB9011 the currerit has a mean west 10 north direetion between 1318 and
1520 m. At this position and depth interval the water mainly consists of a

mixture of SPM\V, Labrador Sea \Vater (LS\V) and Ieeland Scotland
Overflow \Vater (lSO\V). Probably part of the north-eastward flowirig
surface water re-circulates in a cyelonic way elose 10 the Icelandic shelf, in
agreement with the hydrographie evidenee which suggests a westward flow
this slope water over the steep Icelandie slope (van Aken and de Boer,

1993). This cireulation scheine agrees with the Lagrangean surface driftcr
tracks, reported by Otto cl al. (992) who observed a general north

eastward surfaee drift as weIl as some cyelonie re-cii-eulation along the

Icelandic and Reykjanes slopes. The direetion stability in the upper 1500 m
is of the order of 50 % or less (table 2), iridieating considerable eddy aetivity
relative 10 the mean motion.

The flow in the bottom layer (fig. 3b) shows large mean eurrents,
000-20 emls), over the stcep Icelandic slope, where ISO\V flows westwards
in the DNBC. This order of magnitude is eomparable with the order of
magnitude of the short-term mean eUrrents, reporlcd by Shor el al. (977)

from positions 100-150 km up-stream. The eurrent direetion more or less
agrees with the direction of the isobaths, indieative for topographie stcering

of this strong baroclonie flow. The differenee in direction between the mean

eurrents 200 m from the bottom at moorings IB8911 and IB90ll, only a few
mHes apart (table 1), is probably due 10 smaIl-seale loeal tOpographie

.features. A considerable mean shear is observed between 40 and 200 m

from the bottom at mooring IB90/l. The shear in vcloeity is assumed 10 be

due to loeal horizontal density gradients. In order to cheek whether the
southward veering of the eurrent direetion is due to frietiün effects, the
thiekhess ofthe bottom Ekman layer was estirriated aecording to \Veatherly
and Martin (978) to be of the order of 20 10 30 m. This agrees with

observatioris by \Villiams and Armi (991) in the deep boundary cUrrent
near Newfoundland and mIes out frietional effects as cause of the observed

directional shear. Most probably loeal density gradients in the· flow
direction, caused by the containment of the baroclinic flow in the irregular

topography of the Icelandic slope causes the vertical veering of the mean

current direction.
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If we take the mean near bottom velocities, observed at IB89/1 and

IB9011 as characteristic for the steep slope betwcen 60030'N and 600 45'N,
we can derive a westward transport of water below O"e=27.8 kg m-3, that is

the ISO\V below the LSW, to be 1.5 Sv for this narrow stretch of only 15

n. miles. Given the temperature and therefore density gradients between
600 45'N and' 600 15'N (280 and 360 k1l1 in fig. 2a) we can expect the total

transport of ISO\V to be at least double this estimate.

The near-bottom current from mooring IB90/2, about 65 k1l1 south of

IB8911 & IB90/l shows a mean south-eastward flow (fig. 3b). Because of the

larger bottom depth (table 1) and the lower bottom temperature at mooring

IB90/2 (table 2), it ean be eonc1uded timt at mooring IB90/2 also ISOW is •
transported in the bottom eurrent, in an even less diluted form than at

IB90/l. This is eonfirmed by the hydrographie surveys, deseribed by van

Aken and de Boer (1993). The lateral veering of the flow direction is

attributed to topographie steering by an extension of the West Katla Ridge
(Malmberg, 1975). A similar, aIthough less extensive lateral veering was

observed by Shor et al. (1977) near the East KatIa Ridge. Tracer

distributions in the ISO\V, as described by van Aken and de Boer (1993)

confirm the flow of ISOW around the extension of the \Vest Katla Ridge

rather than across it.

The different orientations of the observed near-bottom baroclinie flow

directions at IB8911, IB90/l and IB90/2 are probably due to a change in

orientation of the near-bottom horizontal density gradient. The isopycnals •

and isotherms in the lowest 500 m follow the bottom contours quite closely
(fig.3a).

At mooring IB90/3, positioned on the north-western slope of the

Ratton Bank, a mean north-eastward eurrent with the maximum velocity

elose to the bottom was observed, elosely following the isobaths (fig. 3b).

The mean directional shear between 40 and 200 from the bottom was small,

eompared to the moorings over the Icelandie slope, discussed above.
Probably the flow along the more regular topography of the north-western

Ratton Bank is less weIl able to generate density gradients in the flow
direetion compared to the South Icelandic slope with it's many ridges and

eanyons. The north-eastem flow along the Rattan Bank is probably part of
the DNBC which transports water of southem origin, among which LDW,
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into thc Iccland Basin. This dccp boundary eurrent has also been observed
along the cdges of thc Pureupinc Abyssal Plain (Diekson et al. 1985). LDW

transportcd in this eastcin boundary eurrent is assumed 10 re-cireulatc in
thc Ieeland Basin and 10 modify ISOW propcrtics (MeCartncy, 1992; van
Akcn and dc Boer, 1993). \Vith an infiow along thc Ratton Bank and a

westward flow along thc Ieclandie slopc thc deep cireulation of the Ieeland
Basin has a eyclonie eharaeter.

The deep flow observed at mooring IB90/4 is extremely small (table 2)

and does not show any southward flow as expected by van Aken and de
Boer (1993). Probably the south flowing bottom waters originating from
lSO\V mixed with SPM\V, which follows the topographie eon1ours, was
divertcd here, due to the rough topography of the Reykjanes slope, with

numerous isolated peaks and ridges.

The directional stability B (table 1) appears 10 bc highest whcrc

strong baroclinie eurrents are found, subjeet 10 topographie stcering. In the
bottom laycr at moorings IB8911 and lB90/1 B is of thc order of 90%. Thc
lowest B values (0[20-30%]) are found over the Reykjanes Ridgc (mooring

IB90/4) and bctween 1318 and 1520 m over thc stcep Ieclandic slope
(moorings m89/l and lB90/l). Therc thc flow is irregular with no elcarly
prcvailing flow direction. Thc B values from thc othcr eurrcnt meters are of
thc order of 50 %.

• Thc verlieal distribution of thc magnitude of thc mean flow velocity

(fig. 4) suggests a minimum in thc energy of thc mean flow 10 bc found
betwecn elosc 10 1000 m in betwecn thc main thermoclinc and thc laycr of

Labrador Sea \Vater (van Aken and de Boer, 1993). For dynamic
eomputation of thc geostrophie cireulation the referencc level should bc

chosen at about this level.

The structure of low frequency variations

The low-pass filtered eurrcnts were de-trended by subtracting aleast

squares approximation. Thc rcsulting eurrents prescnt thc variable part of
the current with time seales of 1 day to about half a year. Not any

signifieant eorrelation was observed between the variations of thc eurrent
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eomponents of eurrent meters, mounted in different moorings, not even
between moorings IB90/1 and IB90/2, only 65 km apart. This indieates that

the variability of the eurrents is mainly eaused by eddies with horizontal

seales less than 65 km.

In order to study the vertieal structure of the eurrent variations,

principal eomponent analysis (Preisendorfer, 1988) was performed on the

variable eurrent eomponents within a single mooring. Several methods mast
for the principal eomponent analysis of veetor series (Kundu et a1., 1975;

Mereier and Colin de Verdiere, 1985; Owens, 1985; Lippert and Briseoe,

1990). Here we have incorporated the velocity components as individual
real valued sealar quantities, qj(t) (i=1-2N), where N is the number of •

eurrent meters in a mooring. With principal eomponent analysis an

empirieal orthogonal presentation of the data is generatcd, where the
original data are represented by:

2N

qj (t) = L eijAj (t)
j=l

(2)

Here eij are the empirieal orthogonal functions (EOF) and ~(t) are the

eorresponding amplitudes. Sinee the amplitudes are not eorrelated, that is

(3) •
where the angle braekets represent. the ensemble average over t, lj is the
varianee of amplitude ~, and oij is the Kronecker delta. This implies that

the variance of a scalar parameter ean be written as

2N

(qnqn) = Lljenj
2

j=l

(4)

From (4) it appears that the variance of qn is formed by the addition of the

contributions of the different EOFs. If there is some structure in the

relation between the variables qn usually a few EOFs can account ror most

of the variance of q. Therefore the EOFs are ordered for decreasing
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variance. For this study the EOFs and their amplitudes were determined
according to the methods described by Preisendorfer (1988).

An EOF, based on aseries ofN current vectors, can be represented as
a vector in a 2N-dimensional space, but also as aseries of N 2-dimensional

vectors. Each of these 2-D vectors can be related 10 one of the current

metCrs. \Ve Will use this property to present the structure of each EOF as a
series ofN 2-D vectors.

Mooring IB90/2 in the centre of the northem Iceland' Basin and
mooring ill90/3 over the Ratton slope covered a large part of the water
column (fig 3a). The current components from IB90/2 and IB90/3 (N=4)
were developed into EOFs.

The cumulative contribution of the EOFs to the total variance or
energy at the levels of the current meters at IB90/2 (fig. 5, full line) shows

that the first 2 EOFs account for 81% (EOFI 56%, EOF2 25%) of the total
energy while the remaining EOFs each contribute only a few percent to the

total energy. EOFI of IB90/2, when plottcd as aseries of 4 current vectors
(fig. 6a), shows nearly parallel vectors with only a small shear. Also EOF2
is presented by nearly parallel vectors with low' shear, more' or less
perpendicular to the vectors represeritirig EOFI at all 4 current meter levels
(fig. 6a, dashed lines). By determinhlg the variable barotropic current from

an average of the current components of all 4 current meters the
contribution of the barotropic current to the total eddy eriergy was

determined to be 75%. This suggcsts that the current variance at the site of
mooririg IB90/2 mainly is formcd by nearly barotropic eddies or waves,

generating a mV-SE orientcd variance ellipse. No predominarit rotation
sense of the barotropic current vector could be determincd by means of a
rotary-component spectral analysis (Gonella, 1972).

For mooring IB90/3 it appeared, from the cumulative contributions to

thc total energy (fig. 5, dashed line) that the first 2 EO,Fs contributed 66%
to the total energy. But far IB90/3 both EOFI and EOF2 showed a strong
shear in dircction as weIl as in velocity, concentrated in the mahi
therIDacline (fig 6b). This implies timt along the Ratton Bank not only the
mean current, but also. the variable part of the current has a mainly

baroclihic charactcr.
The variable current at IB90/4 (N=3), shows an EOF structure ~th a

maximum shear in both EOFI and EOF2 in the permanent thcrmocline
(fig. 7b). These 2 empirical modes explain 70% of the total eddy energy (fig.
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7a). This implies that the eddy energy over the Reykjanes slope mainly can

be attributed to baroclinic eddies, similar to thc slope ofthe Hatton Bank.

In order 10 study the structurc and relative importance of the

variations in the flow of ISO\V, the data from thc deepest 3 current meters

from moorings IB891l, IB9011 and IB90/2 werc analysed by means of

principal component analysis. Sincc herc no data from thc permanent

thermocline or shallower levels are involved it is expected that thc analysis
will combinc thc barotropic mode and thc first baroclinic mode into single

EOFs, whilc thc EOFs with baroclinic character are cxpectcd 10 bc caused
by variations in thc overflow. Thc rcsulting EOFI and EOF2 represent in
all 3 cases well over 80% of thc total energy (fig. 8), whilc their structurc is

mainly barotropic with low shear in direction and velocity (fig. 9a, c, c).
EOF3 and EOF4 had a clear baroc1inic character with thc shcar

conccntratcd abovc 200 m from thc bottom at moorings IB89/1 and IB9011
and at about 200 m at mooring IB90/2 with EOF3 more or less

perpendicular 10 EOF4 (figs. 9b, d, O. These EOFs are clearly connectcd
with thc baroclinic variations in thc flow of ISO\V relative to thc ovcrlying

water. However, the total energy, involved in these baroclinic modes
contributes only of thc order of 10% or less 10 thc total energy (fig. 8), as

mcasured with thc lowest 3 current meters.

Summary & conclüsions.
Current observations from 5 moorings in thc Ieeland Basin havc been •

analysed to determine thc structurc of thc mean circulation as weIl as thc
structurc of the variable or eddy part ofthc motion.

Thc mcan flow, as obscrved with thc currcnt meter moorings in thc
lecland Basin has a strong baroclinic character with shear in direction as

well as in velocity. Thc mean currents in thc SPM\V abovc thc permanent
thcrmocline havc a general north-eastward direction. At deeper levels, in

thc DNBC, the flow is cyc1onic, with a ll()rth-castward inflow along thc
slopc of thc Ratton Bank and a westward outflow over thc stccp Icclandic

slopc. Espccially in thc lowest 200 m at moorings IB89/1 and IB90/1 thc
mcan flow transports cold ISO\V with mcan velocitics of thc order of

10-20 cm/s and with very high (>90%) dircctional stability. Irregularities in
thc topography likc ridges appcar to guidc thc baroclinic ncar bottom flow
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by influencing the density field. Such a topographie effect is assumed to be

responsible for the south-eastward flow of ISOWas observed at IB90/2, in

the centre of the northem Ieeland Basin. Over the slope of the Reykjanes

Ridge the mean currents were very weak and had a low directional
stability.

The current variations, analysed by means of a principal component

analysis, appear to be mainly barotropic in the centre of the Ieeland Basin

(IB90/2) while over the slopes of the Ratton Bank and the Reykjanes Ridge

these variations have a strong baroclinic charactcr with maximum shear in

the pennanent thennocline. Ovcr the Icelandic slope, where ISOW is found

near the bottom, thc main variations of the current bclow the permanent

thermocline presented by EOFI and 2 reveal a low shear in direction and

velocity. Thcre EOF3 and 4 represent variations in the baroclinic flow of

ISOW along the bottom. Rowever these baroclinic modes only contribute of
the order of 10% to the total eddy energy.
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Table 1
geographical mooring information

mooring

IB89/1

IB90/1

IB90/2

IB90/3

IB90/4

latitude

61° 33.1' N

61° 34.1' N

60° 59.6' N

59° 16.1' N

58° 45.1' N

longitude

20° 00.8' W

19° 57.8' W

19° 59.3' W

18° 24.7' W

28° 39.6' W

water depth

2120m

2118m

2388m

1906m

1923 m
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Table 2
mean currents meter readings (standard deviation in brackets). direction

stability Band number of days. recorded

mooring depth distance to east comp. north comp. stability days

ident. (m) bottom (m) (cm/s) (cm/s) (%) recorded

IB8911 1320 800 -1.2 (7.8) 1.6 (7.2) 19 147

IB89/1 1520 600 -2.3 (7.9) 0.7 (7.7) 21 145

IB89/1 1920 200 -12.8 (7.4) 1.4 (5.7) 85 140

IB8911 2080 40 no data recorded

IB90/1 1318 800 no data recorded

IB90/1 1518 600 -3.9 (9.0) 1.0 (8.3) 36 173

IB90/1 1918 200 -15.2 (7.8) -1.5 (3.1) 96 198

IB90/1 2078 40 -17.7 (8.0) -7.2 (5.0) 96 212

IB90/2 488 1900 6.1 (7.7) 2.6 (8.7) 54 213

IB90/2 1388 1000 6.2 (8.0) 1.7 (11.2) 48 183

IB90/2 2188 200 4.6 (6.6) -2.9 (7.7) 49 182

IB90/2 2348 40 3.1 (6.3) -4.7 (6.4) 52 210

IB90/3 306 1600 1.9 (7.8) 5.9 (9.2) 52 202

IB90/3 1006 900 -0.4 (3.7) 1.4 (3.2) 28 186

• IB90/3 1706 200 2.4 (4.6) 2.2 (4.6) 48 198

IB90/3 1866 40 3.9 (4.8) 3.0 (3.9) 58 192

IB90/4 323 1600 0.4 (5.2) 0.5 (5.1) 14 205

IB90/4 1023 900 1.4 (4.5) 1.3 (2.9) 34 192

IB90/4 1723 200 -0.5 (2.2) 0.4 (1.5) 19 169

IB90/4 1883 40 no data recorded
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